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Yuengling (bottle) $5.00 
 

This is one of the preeminent people-
watching spots in KW.  So preeminent, 

in fact, that it took multiple attempts 

to Hop here.  There were a few times 
in the Peace, Love & IPA Tour that I 

wanted to, but all stools were taken.  
At this place, I didn't think it should 

really count it unless I had a seat and 
could watch Duval go by.  A standee beer is fine in some places, sure, but 

not at the Tree. 
 

So, today's the day.  I got home from the Cheekie Hut, dropped off the van 
and biked down to the 200 block.  My Plan A, to be honest, was to catch the 

last part of HH at the Gecko, but as 
soon as I saw all the empty stools 

at Tree Bar, I scrapped happiness  
in favor of a quality Tour Hop. 

 

There were two couples there when 
I walked in.  Well, not in; you can't 

really walk in to an outdoor bar.  I 
walked up and settled onto the 

unbacked wooden stool at the front 
corner of the bar.  The young 

couple to my left were speaking 
European, so there would be no 

good eavesdropping there.   
 

The mid-40's woman who was 
keeping this bar was chatting with 
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the not-quite-as-young couple to my right.  I heard them mention Beaufort, 

SC, a city with which I have some familiarity.   
 

By that time, I had gotten my camera out to snap the obligatory shots of the 
Hop.  I had been looking mostly downward so far -- seat, floor, bar, bag, 

wallet -- so when I finally looked up for some quirky things to photograph, I 
was stunned by the sight above me:  the ceiling!  You'll recall from a few 

PLIPAT Hops that I am a big fan of a good ceiling.  Tattoos & Scars, Duffy's, 
and The Bull, among others, got kudos for their overhead decor.  None of 

them, though, can hold a candle to this. 

 
She was big and buxom and beautiful and bearing Bacardi.  She covered the 

entire ceiling, front to back, over the bar.  Her dark hair blew back from the 
breeze of the fan that stuck straight out from her right breast.  I promptly 

nicknamed her Bacardi Betsy.  She was like the Angel of Alcohol smiling 
down on us all.  The Sistine Chapel should have such a ceiling. 

The barkeep broke stride to take my order and bring me a Yingle.  Five 
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bucks.  Five freaking bucks for a bottle of medium quality domestic beer.  

WT-effing-F?  Not even a locals' discount?  Shit, no wonder I never come 
here.  But I paid it without complaint (until now).  I guess the Angel of 

Alcohol has her price. 

Duval Street was pretty durn empty.  Whatever tourists were in town were 

probably either at Mallory Square already, or were somewhere in their 
dinner process.  The 200 block is not a big dinner draw.  Hence, the people-

watching was not very inspiring. 
This same seat on a Friday night 

would be killer:  just the female 
crowd waiting to go upstairs at 

Rick's would be entertaining 
enough, but add in the drunks 

spilling out of Irish Kevin's, 
Sloppy's, and the Gecko, plus the 

potential for KWPD intervention 

with said drunks, and you have 
some quality spectating indeed.   

 
I decided that the woman to my 

right probably wanted to converse with Hops -- she had come all the way to 
Key West, after all -- so I obliged her.  We had a good chat about my nine-

month life in Hilton Head and the summer swelter of South Carolina and the 
Low Country, where Beaufort sits.  The July I spent there was brutal.  All 31 

days were over 90, and 20 of them 
-- 20 -- we're over 100.  And with 

stifling humidity.  Business at the 
Westin, where I did banquets, 

dropped to nil.  The country club 
where I bartended days had early 

morning hackers, but nothing after 

lunch.   
 

This was OK by me because I'd get 
out of work at 3:30, grab my bag o’ 

bats and a cart, and go out flogging 
till sunset.  I had the course to 

myself since no one else was loony enough to be out there in that heat.  I 
always had beers in the cooler and a stash of goodness to keep me from 

getting too pissed off at my golfing ineptitude.  Sometimes, I'd muck 
around, hitting multiple shots, having putting contests, or playing a Titleist 

vs. Maxfli match, but other days I just flew.  One day, I played the full 18 
holes three times and still got in before dark -- 54 holes in five hours.  I was 
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haulin' ass and makin' bogeys.  I didn't spend much time studying putts.  Or 

keeping score. 
 

The Beaufort Blonde and her hubby had a couple of Hot-Times-In-The-
Palmetto-State of their own, but I don't remember what they were.  Much 

easier to remember your own stories, don't you agree?  Especially with the 
Angel of Alcohol looming over you.   

 
The Euro couple drained their drinks and headed elsewhere.  My Gling was 

empty soon thereafter, and though the South Carolinians were pleasant, and 
Bacardi Betsy's smile was beckoning, I eschewed the five dollar beers and 

crossed the road.   
 

Why did Hops cross the road?  To get to the other side -- because there was 
still Happy Hour there.  I didn't see any chickens there, so they must have 

their own reasons. 

 


